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I take refuge in Allah from the stoned devil. In the Name of
Allah, The Compassionate, The Most Merciful. Praise be to Allah, The Lord of the world. Peace be on the
Seal of prophets, our Master and Prophet Abi Al Qassem Mohammad Bin Abdullah, his chaste and pure
Household, chosen companions, all prophets, messengers, martyrs and fighters in the path of Allah until
Judgment Day.
Brothers and sisters! Peace be upon you all and Allah's mercy and blessing. I welcome you on your
holiday and I would like that you consider your presence under the sun as a kind of assistance and
equality with the Resistance fighters who have spent 30 days under the sun.
First I would like to address all of you, all the Lebanese and our Arab and Islamic nation with felicitations
on the Day of Resistance and Liberation which we will talk about Inshallah and which coincides this year
with a very solemn and dear occasion which makes the occasion this year brighter and more blessed
namely the birth of the daughter of the Prophet – the Lady of all the ladies in the world, her father's
mother and the soul between his two sides – Sayyeda Fatima Zahra (Peace be upon her).
We have chosen this year to mark this occasion and holiday in Bekaa – in the village of Nabi Sheath and
in the neighborhood of our teacher, leader and the master of our martyrs Sayyed Abbass Mussawi (May
Allah bless his soul) because we want from electing the place at this time to stress on the partnership of
Bekaa and people of Bekaa in the liberation of the South and Western Bekaa since the establishment,
continuity and persistence until today and until the achievements of goals and to remind of the jihad of
this blessed kind town which was one of the first villages in Bekaa that believed in the Resistance and
embraced it since the time of the absented Imam leader Sayyed Mussa Assader.
This town was a warm bosom and a safe haven for those migrating to it namely the fighters from the
occupied Lebanese lands. It was the link between the training camps in Jenta and Yahfoufa and its hills
and valleys and the operation fields in the South, the Mountain, West Bekaa, Dahiyeh and Beirut on the
days of occupation and is still in the neighborhood of the resting place of our master and leader Sayyed
Abbass and his wife dear solemn lady martyr Um Yasser and his young child Hussein so as to remind
the world of the role of this leader, teacher, resisting fighter, establisher and humble, ascetic, goodnatured master who offered as sacrifice his wife, child and even his soul to grant this anniversary and
holiday some of its concepts that we must be reminded of.
Brothers and sisters!
In this place, in the neighborhood of the hills and valleys of Jenta and Yahfoufa and the first training
camps, Sayyed Abbass got enrolled in its first military cycle which smells of the chaste scent of
martyrdom from every hill, valley and on every road on which martyrs used to fall by Israeli aerial
bombardment when we used to exercise in the open air with determination to attain the factors of
power to restore our land, dignity and freedom and prevent the invading occupiers from achieving any
of their goals. This land is pregnant with memories which we must mark every day and every night and
not only every year.

Brothers and sisters!
As there are many topics – as I have not appeared since some time to address you – I find myself obliged
to start directly with the topics apart from introductions and praising which you were and are still not in
need of.
On this occasion, I would like to handle several topics: the Palestinian issue, the Arab issue, the situation
in Syria – because it's the first time I talk about this issue with such details and clarity – and finally the
situation in Lebanon. Indeed I will handle the great media political event which cannot be neglected –
namely the speeches and the recent stances announced lately by the two heads of occupation, tyranny
and hegemony in the world – Barak Obama and Netanyahu as I will refer to some concepts of these two
speeches in every situation I will tackle.
We have this annual commitment to mark the Day of Resistance and Liberation. By this
commemoration, we assert that this holiday is not for a group or a faction or a sect. It is rather a holiday
for all the Lebanese people. It rather must be a holiday for the Palestinian people and the peoples of our
Arab and Islamic nation.
On the Resistance and Liberation Day, we stress that the victory of the Resistance on May 25th is the
fruit of the accumulation of all sacrifices since 1948 until today offered by all factions, groups and parties
which remained steadfast, had patience, resisted, fought, were arrested, were wounded and offered
martyrs. Thus we take pains that it be a national holiday cum laude.

If we are able to change May 25th to a national day cum laude, the Lebanese will discover the greatness
of the historic achievement which was made on May 25th, 2000 away from grudges, fanaticism, internal
consideration and narrow Lebanese allies. Then we will view the victory as a national victory and a
national victory cum laude.
We insist on commemorating this occasion first for its greatness, second for the importance of its
eternal, permanent and vivacious implication which we need in our life and third for its centrality in the
events in Lebanon and the region because what took place on May 25th, 2000 changed the face of
Lebanon and the equations in the region. There is a permanent strategic and a special moral need– a
strategic need on the political and military levels and a strategic need especially on the moral level - to
commemorate this holiday and consecrate it. In our modern history, there is the Nakba Day followed by
the Naksa Day. Our nation which recalls the days of Nakba and Naksa needs to recall the days of
triumphs to get rid of the moral, psychological, political and military repercussions of the days of Nakba
and Naksa to wipe away those black days from its history, conscience, present and future.
Today, when we see and listen anew to the stances and speeches of Obama before the Jewish Zionists
and their supporters in AIPAC and from Netanyahu before the Americans in the Congress – as the place,
form and content are all important - we become more certain of our choices and the soundness of our
path from the very beginning.
The developments and events in the last three decades – at least since 1982 - proved that the correct
realistic, rational, logical, fruitful and effective choice that leads to the achievement of goals is the
popular armed resistance and the unrealistic, absurd, irrational, maddening choice which does not lead
to any goal but rather leads only to depression, frustration, humiliation, degradation and begging on the

doors and thresholds is the choice of negotiations.
If we in Lebanon waited for a national consensus in 1982 and following 1982 or for an Arab consensus or
a united strategy or an international movement or the United Nations or America or the West our
territory would have been occupied and by 2011 it would have been still occupied. Israel would have
completed the occupation of Lebanon and came along to Baalbeck, Hermel, Tripoli, Zgarta and the rest
of Lebanon and settlements would have been built to the south of Litany River at least. Lebanon would
have become a second Israel in the region and not only at the middle of Syria but also at the side of the
whole nation. Millions of Lebanese would have been displaced inside their nation and so on.
But the Resistance with its sacrifices, jihad, the blood of its martyrs and patience toppled all these
potential results and restored to us our land and honor without conditions and found a historic turn also
in the Arab-Israeli struggle on the level of the region. Let's go back a little in history. This is why I at times
say that some Lebanese still cannot realize the greatness of the historic victory in 2000. Isaac Shamir
then said that Israel after the pullout from Lebanon is different from Israel before the pullout from
Lebanon. He was not talking about Israel and Lebanon. He was talking about Israel in the region. Shamir
himself says that if Ben-Gurion was able to come back to life and look from over his tomb on Israel he
would have found that the strategic pillar on which Israel was found had collapsed. What is the strategic
pillar according to Ben-Gurion? It is the strategy of psychologically overpowering the Arabs – meaning
that the Arabs come to believe that Israel is powerful and capable and that its army is undefeatable and
that they are only before the choice of accepting Israel and succumbing to its conditions. Ben-Gurion
says we must reach a stage in which the Arab soldier comes to believe that the only available choice
before him in the battle is escape. In 2000 the one who escaped was the Israeli soldier. In 2000, the one
who fell was the Israeli soldier. In 2000, the equation changed, and that was because of this choice and
the soundness of this choice.
Also Netanyahu who was talking two days ago said in a lecture he gave in 2006 that "the historic path of
the state of Israel has been turned upside-down since the beginning of the withdrawal from Lebanon in
the year 2000 all the way passing through the Israeli withdrawal from the Gaza Strip, until July war in
2006. Israel is no more unbeatable in the eyes of Arabs. Questioning the existence of Israel started
looming again not only by foes but also by friends. True days ago, Netanyahu in the Congress, was
presenting himself as someone oppressed and miserable, but I could see fear in his eyes while speaking
about the missiles of Lebanon, the missiles of Gaza, Iran and Syria.
Anyway, we always need to discuss our choices and means on the level of Lebanon and the region
because the occupation still exists and the threat still persists. Hereof I usher into the Palestinian topic.
After listening to the speeches delivered by both Obama and Netanyahu, the big question comes: What
did Obama and Netanyahu leave for the Palestinian people and the Palestinian authority and the
Palestinian factions? What did they leave for them?
Going back to Obama’s speech in AIPAC Conference, we find that he renewed before the Zionists his
decisive commitment to Israel's security and its prevalence over the entire region and not only the
Palestinians. Under his administration – though we say he is moderate and we call him Barak Hussein
and Abu Ali Hussein - he pushed the US-Israeli relations and cooperation to an unprecedented level. We
are good-hearted peoples. We are cheated by his black color and the name of his father – Hussein; but
in the past two years only he pushed forward the relations of US-Israeli cooperation. He declared his
rejection to a unilateral Palestinian State and rejected the reconciliation between Fateh and Hamas
because he backs sedition not only in Palestine but also in every Arab and Islamic country. He talked

about a deformed disarmed Palestinian state. He talked about the borders of 1967 but could not stand
that for a couple of days.
This is the President of America. Still he could not stand for a couple of days. He started interpreting and
furnishing his explanation with comments and notes in AIPAC and explaining what he means with the
borders of 1967 in what looked more like an apology to the Zionists. This is Obama.
Yesterday – as was reported by the media – applauding was more than talking in Netanyahu's speech.
Not a phrase passed without them applauding for him. They stood and applauded for him. In the
Congress, this is a tradition with a definite significance. At times they applaud while they are seated. At
others they stand and applaud. That means that all what Netanyahu had said in the US Congress is a
point of consensus for the Democrats and the Republicans in America. Still the Arabs deceive their
peoples saying that the Democrats are different from the Republicans; one is moderate while the other
is an extremist. Yesterday America held the name of Netanyahu. America yesterday held the name of
Netanyahu…
What did Netanyahu say? Al-Qods is an eternal capital to Israel. Search for a way out for the refugees
outside the borders. Here Lebanon is mainly concerned in this issue. The Israeli state is a Jewish state
and its Judaism must be acknowledged. There must be military presence at Jordan River. The main
settlements in the West Bank must be annexed to the entity. The Palestinian state will be a disarmed
state and there is no return to the 1967 borders. Then he called on PA Chief Mahmoud Abbass to tear
apart the agreement with Hamas and return to negotiations.
After keeping all of that, how will the Palestinians go to negotiations? What will they say? The issue of Al
Qods is over. So is the case of the borders, the settlements, the refugees and everything. There is
nothing to negotiate on. Even more, when he keeps everything to himself, he promised to be generous
in what he offers to the Palestinians and that he will offer painful concessions. See the deception,
misleading, shamelessness and falsehood. But we are a nation with whom its enemies deal as such
unfortunately.
Thus the Americans and the Israelis specified their stance clearly. They declared their viewpoint to the
way out before the world. Accordingly they categorized the enemy and the friend when they talked
about Iran, Syria, Hezbollah and the Resistance in Palestine and especially Hamas. Here what is the
response? What is the Palestinian response? What is the Arab response? The answer was not only to the
Palestinians. Yesterday, both Obama and Netanyahu gave the finishing stroke to the so called Arab
Peace Initiative. What is the stance of the Arab governments and the Arab League from that? Is it not
due time this initiative is taken off the table?
In Kuwait conference, King Abdullah Bin Abdel Aziz said: I do not tolerate that this initiative remain for
long on the table. Hasn't it been a long time already following these speeches? Isn't time over? In your
name, I call on the Arab League to declare a response to the speeches of Netanyahu and Obama by
withdrawing permanently the Arab Initiative from circulation. The response to this level of speech must
be at least withdrawing the Arab Initiative and at most that we must be a nation that declares its "No".
As Netanyahu - who was defeated in Lebanon in 2000, defeated in Gaza, defeated in July War and afraid
from the changes in the region - had the courage and boldness to say no for the return of Al Qods, no for
the return of refugees and no for the return to the borders of 1967, we must be a nation which stands
with courage to say: no to negotiations, no to the existence of Israel, no to the occupation of Al Qods
and yes for the Resistance. The nation which does not do that is a dead nation. The governments which

do not do that are dead nations. On this day, what choices remain for the Palestinians? Do some
Palestinians really still have hope in negotiations and still have hope in the American administration
which has threatened them with questioning, demands and confrontation in the Security Council and in
the United Nations?
Again, on the Arab Lebanese May 25th, on the Day of Resistance and Liberation, I tell you: The only
choice for the Palestinians is resistance to make liberation. I call on them in the name of triumphant
Lebanon to meet and unite – Fateh, Jihad, Hamas and all the factions and all the Palestinian people. I call
on the entire nation to adopt the choice of the Palestinian Resistance and to offer all kinds of support
and assistance because what took place is not a threat to Palestine but rather to the entire nation.
Now, we move to our stance from the Arab situation. First, I must comment on the rumors circulated by
some Arab media outlets and websites especially in Lebanon and have been mentioned as well in
statements made by some officials whether foreigners or Arabs. This denial or clarification is not related
to our political stance from what is taking place in this Arab country or that whether negatively or
positively. It is rather a kind of facts clarification.
Some time ago, the NATO chief in Europe said that Hezbollah and Al Qaeda are militarily present in
Benghazi and East Libya. This is not true. Gaddafi's government a few weeks ago said that in Misrata –
the Libyan city where fighting is still taking place between the rebels and Gaddafi's forces – there are
snipers (not regular fighters but snipers) from Hezbollah fighting in Misrata. That is not true either.
Two years ago, some demonstrations took place in Tehran. They were addressed by the Iranian
brethren. Some Iranian Opposition websites – you know that some of the Iranian Opposition, Khalq
fighters, have ties with Israel – broadly published (and that was unfortunately quoted by a gulf
newspaper) that there are 1500 Hezbollah fighters in Tehran with the aim of suppressing
demonstrations. Iran is a great state and a great regional power and the world takes it into
consideration. It frightens Obama and Netanyahu. Does it – when it wishes to deal with a number of
demonstrators – resort to 1500 fighters from Hezbollah!? When someone makes a lie, if he makes it too
big, it will be revealed as a lie.
Indeed, this has precedents. You remember in Yemen, during the so-called sixth war between the
regime of Ali Abdullah Saleh and Houthis. Indeed we were sympathizing with the Houthis as they are
oppressed and aggressed. Then it was said that Hezbollah was in Yemen and that there were 50
Lebanese martyrs from Hezbollah and Hezbollah is perplexed how to inform their families and how to
bury them. Where are they? Now in Lebanon if someone dies there is no place to hide him. What if he
was martyred in Yemen or in any other place?
Accusations reached Syria. During the first days of events, a Syrian dissident appeared on Al Arabiya TV
Channel (there is no problem in giving definite names). For 24 hours he appeared in voice and picture
addressing me in his speech saying that Hezbollah sent to Syria 3000 fighters to defend the Syrian
regime. Indeed he is strong and he was threatening us: O so and so if you do not pull them out in
carriers, we will return them to you in shrouds. This is a lie. Still the Head of Media Relations in
Hezbollah appeared on Al Arabiya and denied that. They broadcasted his denial once and the news
remained being broadcasted for 24 hours on the respectable Arab satellites.
These days, some Arab satellites and websites broadcast some kind of news. There is a cuisine that
delivers the news: a newspaper reports from a satellite and the website reports from the newspaper. So

it appears that the news is general and there are several sources while it is one cuisine. These
respectable media outlets – especially some websites (for example the Lebanese Forces website in
Lebanon and I am not promoting this website) reported that there are snipers from Hezbollah in Homs
(as if we had distributed snipers in Homs and Misrata) and that Hezbollah has 10 martyrs there. They
were martyred there and they are being brought back to be buried in Lebanon.
Praise be to Allah no military action has been carried out in Bahrain yet so that Hezbollah be accused of
it. People in Bahrain are still protesting very peacefully. Despite demolition of mosques, the killing of
detainees, the arrest of women and breaking into homes, no military action or any violent action has
taken place so far. That's why in Bahrain we were not accused of any military action. We were accused
of something else.
This denial is very important before tackling the Arab situation with a couple of words and the situation
in Syria with some words. However, I like to address all those liars in the Arab words whether satellite
channels, newspapers, internet websites and reporters who write to earn money from Feltman, Clinton
and Obama and who take money as the source of the news and not field facts: any military intervention
in any of the Arab countries won't be Hezbollah responsibility at all. However suppose one day we went
to fight in any square, we tell you and we tell the whole world: We in Hezbollah have the courage and
bravery to say where we fight, where we kill and where we are martyred, because the arena in which we
fight is to be a square of honor and not a shameful arena where we feel disgraceful to fight in and exist
in.
Turning to the situation in the Arab region, yes on the political level we in Hezbollah had clear stance
that back the revolutions and the peoples in Egypt, Tunisia, Yemen, Libya and Bahrain. We held a special
rally for that and we talked clearly in that rally and following it via the brethren leaders in Hezbollah and
in the media. Our stance from every Arab square or Arab revolution or popular movement is decided
according to two angles. Here I hope that we be precise. The first angle is the stance of that Arab regime
from the Arab-Israeli conflict (its stance, position and role in the central cause of the nation namely
Palestinian). So we consider the regimes we mentioned a while ago – Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Yemen and
Bahrain – and there well known positions, stances and roles especially concerning the Egyptian regime.
The second angle is the absence of any hope for reform at the domestic level -when the regime is closed
to all doors, windows or even small gaps for reform for the benefit of the peoples of these countries.
Starting from these two angles we take our position. Our criteria are clear. Our standards are clear. We
do not have double standards. We do not have discriminating standards. Some revolutions were
victorious in Tunisia and Egypt. They were victorious in principle but these victories are not complete
yet. Still some Arab countries are passing through difficult times like Libya, Yemen, and Bahrain.
It goes without saying that every country knows how to face its situation and solve its problems. The
people of Yemen are more expert in Yemen. The people of Bahrain are more expert in Bahrain. The
people of Libya are more expert in Libya and so on. However, we take a general stance. When we take a
position the only thing we hope for is that the Arab and Islamic world enjoy a state of harmony between
the governments and the peoples, that the regimes and governments take into consideration the
concerns of their peoples and address them, and that our countries live in the best conditions of
security, stability and development on all domains. This is what we all hope for… that our regimes and
governments live up to the level of the aspirations of the nation and the central confrontation which this
nation had assumed so far.

However, according to the Arab situation, we find it our duty to be cautious because America and Israel
want to confiscate the Arab revolutions. They want to confiscate them with sweet language – Obama's
words – and some money.
What is the worth of two billion dollars? Do you know – brothers and sisters – that one Gulf
businessman – I do not want to say from which country – told me that the rich in one gulf country only
deposit 3300 billion dollars in US banks? I say again 3300 billion dollars in US banks. There the Americans
invest this money. Later and in response to any event in this Gulf country, Obama would show up to
confiscate this money.
What is the worth of two billion dollars through which he wants to bribe Egypt – the mother of the
world and half of the Arabs? Would Egypt sell its choice, sovereignty, dignity and political decision – and
he expects that from it – for two billion dollars from here and four from there and the like?
Those who backed Husni Mubarak until the very last moment are today intervening to confiscate the
blood of the Egyptians and the cries of the Egyptian and the sacrifices of the Egyptians. The same applies
to the others countries.
Man feels disgrace and humiliation when someone like Netanyahu – the killer of the children in
Palestine – talks about Arab youths and Arab revolutions and insults the entire nation and all of the
governments of this nation.
Now let me say more. Should President Ahmadi Nejad in Iran or any Iranian official said one word
yesterday on the Arab governments, you would have found uproar in the Arab media, Arab satellite
outlets, the Arab league and the Arab governments. Iran is an enemy! There is an Iranian invasion to the
Arab world.
Days ago Netanyahu stood in the Congress. All the Americans were applauding for him. He insulted all
Arab kings, princes, rulers, governments and regimes and even Arab youths and peoples when he said
that 300 million Arabs are not living in freedom, dignity and democracy or anything else. What did this
great quack found? He found that only a million Arabs who exist in what he called Israel enjoy freedom
and democracy.
No Mr. Netanyahu. It's up to the rest of Arabs if they do not want to answer you. We in Lebanon are the
free of this world. We in Lebanon made our freedom with blood. We triumphed over your sword and
the sword of your US masters. We are part of the Arab nation, the Arab peoples and the Arab youths.
America today wants to confiscate these revolutions. The peoples of these revolutions must be aware.
They must not have a good opinion regarding the Americans. They must not trust the US promises. They
must know that America is not concerned except with its interests. If Mr. Obama is truthful in his claim
of respecting the will of the peoples and his call to the rulers to respect their peoples, he must start with
himself and respect the will of our Arab and Islamic peoples. If he is truthful in his claim, what is the will
of the Iraqi people today? There is a consensus or a semi-consensus that the US occupation troops pull
out from Iraq. To respect the will of the Iraqi people O Obama, get out of Iraq and don’t pressure on the
Iraqi government and Iraqi political forces to stay as an occupier of Iraq but under civilized titles. He
wants to keep in his embassy in Baghdad 7000 soldiers and he wants to guard it with 12000 soldiers. He
wants a consulate in every province and he wants to guard it with a 1000 soldiers. He wants to keep

around 50,000 soldiers under the title of embassy and consulates. If you respect the will of the Iraqi
people, get out of Iraq. If you respect the will of the Afghani people, get out of Afghanistan. If you
respect the will of the Arab peoples, see what these people want regarding Palestine. We are fed up
with deception, misleading, lying, falsehood and fake faces.
The Americans know the position the peoples of the Arab world have regarding them. All the polls in the
Arab world assert that.
Wrapping up this topic, I want to tell our Arab revolting people: Beware of the US policy and the US
administration. Your goals and needs must not let you throw yourselves in the arms of the Americans
again. If you want to go back to the Americans, stay where you are then.
Now we turn to the Syrian situation and our stance from the situation in Syria and what is taking place in
Syria. I will be frank and very clear because the stance demands a great and a clear and a decisive
responsibility.
Our stance which I will say in a while –and which is not surprising indeed – is based on a number of
factors. Why did we build this stance?
The first factor: We, in Lebanon and especially in Hezbollah, are highly grateful to Syria, its leadership, its
President Hafiz Assad and President Bashar Assad and the Syrian resisting and opposing and patient
people who have been bearing for long decades the repercussions of the national stance of the Syrian
leadership as well as the Syrian Army which has paid great sacrifices on this path.
Syria has offered much to Lebanon. Syria prevented division in Lebanon if we went back to 1975, 1976,
1977 and 1978 and recalled the great dangers of divisions on Lebanon and the region.
Syria greatly helped maintain Lebanon’s unity and halted the bloody Lebanese civil war which was about
to exterminate Lebanon and the people of Lebanon. Syria supported Lebanon and its Resistance. Thus
was the liberation in 1985 in the Mount, Beirut, Sidon, Tyr, West Bekaa and Nabatiyeh until the
complete liberation of the border line with the exception of Shebaa Farms and Kafar Shuba Hills on May
25, 2000 and the steadfastness and miraculous victory of July 2006. We cannot forget how Syria
embraced Lebanon, its Resistance and people who were displaced to Syria. It embraced us as a regime,
army and people. Therefore, when we are worried about Syria, we in fact are worried about its regime
and people. We are not worried only about its regime but also because of what is schemed for its
regime and people. No one is denying that Syria made mistakes in Lebanon - President Assad had
tackled that in the Assembly. However, what Syria achieved in Lebanon was historic and decisive on the
national level.
This is first. Second there is Syria’s stance regarding Israel, the Palestinian Resistance and Syria's
steadfastness despite all pressures, noticeably following Madrid Conference and the launch of the
settlement process. It remained steadfast before the bullying and temptations. Thirdly comes Syria’s
position towards the new Middle East scheme which was toppled by the Resistance in Lebanon from its
eastern gate. Today America and Israel are trying to usher into from other gates.
So we are before a resisting opposing country, regime, leadership, army and people.
This is a central point. Also among the essential points that we build our stance on is that the Syrian
leadership is convinced with its people on the need to implement reform, fighting corruption and

opening new horizons in the Syrian political life. We believe – I personally believe and this is not built on
analysis but rather on direct discussions and declarations - that Syrian President Bashar Assad believes
and is serious and determined about reform. I even know more. I know that he is ready to take very
great reform steps but with serenity, care and responsibility. This factor influences our stance.
So at times there is a closed regime. In Bahrain the regime was closed. Mubarak was closed. Gaddafi was
closed. Zein Al Aabideen Bin Ali was closed. In Syria the regime is not closed. On the contrary he is saying
I am ready and I believe in reform and I am serious and I want to carry them.
Another factor is that all given and information so far – and here I do not pose on what is said on Arab
satellite outlets – assert that the majority of the Syrian people still support this regime and believes in
President Assad's ability to introduce reform. Well, what is the position of the Syrian people? Let's know
to stand by their side.
One of the factors that form our stance is that toppling the regime in Syria is an American and Israeli
interest meaning toppling the regime in Syrian and exchanging it with another regime, similar to the
Arab moderate regimes which are ready to sign a peace and submission agreement with Israel.
Another factor that constitutes our stance is what Syria means to Lebanon as what happens there has its
repercussions on Lebanon and results on having repercussions on the region as a whole.
Among the factors that constitute our stance is Lebanon’s commitment towards Syria, based on Taif
agreement in addition to mutual interests.
In our opinion, all of these issues and factors impose on us as Lebanese in general – now it is up to the
Lebanese to accept that or not; we are saying our viewpoint - and on us as a resistance movement in
face of Israel in particular to take a responsible and great stance that requires the following:
First, we should be committed to the stability, security and safety of Syria as a regime, people and army.
Second, we call upon the Syrian people – and we make this call on them today - to preserve their
country and resistant and opposing regime, as well as to give way to the Syrian leadership with the
cooperation of all the popular classes to implement the required reforms and to choose the course of
dialogue and not confrontation.
Third, we as Lebanese shouldn't interfere in what is going on in Syria, but rather let the Syrians
themselves address their issues as they are able to do that. Yes, if it is possible to play a positive role,
there is no problem in that.
Fourth, we reject any sanctions promoted by US and the West through asking Lebanon to abide by them
against Syria. This is the one of the goals of Feltman's visit to Lebanon. There must be a public and
popular decisive and final stance regarding this issue. Lebanon must not by any means stab Syria or be
led by us schemes that target Syria. We must cooperate altogether so that Syria emerge strong and
steadfast because that is to the interest of Syria, Lebanon and the Arab nation.
Now I move to the Lebanese situation. Regarding the Lebanese situation, I first will tackle the
accusations made by Obama against us before the AIPAC. He accused Hezbollah of carrying out what he
called “political assassinations” through missiles and car bombings. Indeed this US enmity to Hezbollah

is not new. Perhaps this political and judicial content from Mr. Obama is new as he was present in an
occasion that shows allegiance to the Zionists.
Second his speech is baseless. Thirdly it stresses and comes again and again in the context of the
conspiracy of the International Tribunal. People are waiting for Fransen to sign and for Bellemare to
announce his indictment in a press conference while we all know its content.
However it was said by Barak Obama. Thanks for Barak Obama because he confirmed the authenticity of
all what we said regarding the US-Israeli tribunal. The prosecutor, judge and executor in it are American.
But Inshallah only and solely their skin will be whipped.
Fourthly, America, which is speaking of political assassination and booby-trapped cars, is the most
terrorist country that is absolutely and fully involved in political assassinations. Books, documents,
security information and what is being published worldwide assert this idea. He is talking about political
assassination and booby-trapped cars; I want to remind him then of what documents, investigations,
facts and even the Lebanese judiciary proved regarding the CIA which had targeted through a car
bombing placed in a busy street in Bir Al Abed on March 8, 1985, Grand Ayatollah late Sayyed
Mohammad Hussein Fadlallah (May Allah have mercy on him), what resulted in the martyrdom of more
than a hundred civilians, mostly ordinary people, children and even embryos. It was the CIA and you
know who used to finance it then.
When a killer stands to accuse us do not take his accusation into consideration. That is worthless. When
a just man accuses us, then we must be worried because he is just. But when the killer of hundreds of
thousands in Iraq - killing takes place daily in Iraq - and Afghanistan and Pakistan, the co-killer of
hundreds of thousands killed by Israel to accuse us, we don’t feel concerned. This is the first point. I
really hope we stand much on Obama's speech. He did not accuse us. He rather judged on us by talking
about political assassination and booby trapped cars.
The second point is that we have the honor to be attacked by Obama before the AIPAC and by
Netanyahu in the Congress. Some people feel happy and assured when America and Israel praise them.
There are people who feel worried when America and Israel attack them.
Here I tell you: When America and Israel attack us and the heads of the greatest two states of
occupation, killing and terrorism attack us we feel prideful and honorable. This is a badge of honor
because our enemy is making acknowledgments before the AIPAC which is an annual strategic
conference. Hamas must feel proud. Iran must feel proud. Syria must feel proud. That means that we
have a definite status. All the members in the Congress are on their feet applauding. At a moment he
talks about Hezbollah, the missiles of Hezbollah and the resistance of Hezbollah meaning the resistance
of the Lebanese. That means that we have an important status and we are taken into consideration in
the local and regional equation. Do not look at the negative side. Look rather at the positive side. Don't
they say this in Lebanon: Look at the filled half of the glass. The half is full of Obama's and Netanyahu's
abuses and accusations. They are recognizing you as a key influential part in the equation of conflict in
the region. This is a source of honor to Lebanon and to Hezbollah. Here I tell you that on the contrary if
Obama and Netanyahu praised us we must have held an emergency meeting on the level of the leading
bodies in Hezbollah to say and search where we were wrong and what we did. We must reconsider our
actions. This is the school of Imam Khomeini (May Allah sanctify his noble secret). This is America. When
the greater devil praises you, you must be afraid. When the devil attacks you that means he is

recognizing you as a perfect enemy. This is an important characteristic.
The third point is the Lebanese situation regarding the government since the toppling of the previous
government up till now. It may be that you dislike a thing while it is good for you. The new majority has
not up till now been able to form the government. The expression "the new majority" is not precise as
there are the new majority, the designate Premier and His Eminence the President of the Republic.
These altogether haven't up till now been able to form the government. If we took the issue to the
political forces in the new majority, it might have been easier. It may be that you dislike a thing while it
is good for you.
We wanted to form the government since the very second day. However, after four months, one of the
unintended benefits – following the example of looking at the filled part of the glass – is that this delay
has demonstrated to you how the other political bloc deals with Hezbollah in particular. Let us defend
ourselves. Our allies are defending themselves daily. However a considerable time has passed in which
we haven't made statements or held televised interviews.

For example when the government was toppled, the leaderships, deputies, ministers and media of the
other party went through endless uproar. They created an instigating atmosphere among people saying
this is a readymade coup; the government is ready; it's the government of Hezbollah; it's an Iranian
government; it's the government of Wilayat Al Faqih; it's the ruling party. Didn't you hear all of this?
Now they halted because it was made clear that there is no coup whether Iranian or Syrian or anything
else. The whole story is that there was a government. Things were moving towards a solution. However,
at one of the American moments, the solution was crippled, the government was toppled and things
were over. We are forming a new government. This is the whole story. There isn't anything like a
designed or a mapped out coup.
What is this coup like? It has no readymade government. In fact the government has not been formed
even after four weeks. What is this ruling party which is not able to form a government? What is this
speech? This reveals the level of their claims and I will not stop for long here.
They said that Hezbollah took control over the state and the authority while they knew that this is mere
fabrications and untrue falsehood. They know the Lebanese texture very well. They know the nature of
Hezbollah's relations with its allies and Hezbollah's concern about its allies…. However all of that
shouting was messages sent to America, the West and some Arab countries to hurry up and offer help
because Hezbollah is taking grip of the country and may Allah help this country then.
The second point concerning the government is that today the ones concerned in forming the
government are the President, the Premier-designate and the new majority. The one directly
responsible of the formation is the Premier-designate and the government hasn't been formed up till
now.
Here I do not want to carry a political analysis. There are American and Western pressures despite all
those who try to deny them. Delegates daily visit the President of the Republic and the Premierdesignate and tell them: Our position from the government is based on who the ministers are? What is
the form of the government? What is its ministerial statement? What is its position from the
International Tribunal?

What do pressures mean? Does it mean holding a stick to beat someone with? We are talking about a
political diplomatic life. Days ago as soon as it was said that the name of the interior minister had been
agreed on and that there were advanced steps in the process of forming the government, the US
Ambassador to Lebanon Connelly – who hasn't appeared since some time – directly went to President
Mikati and President Sleiman (May Allah assist them). Why did she go to Presidents Mikati and Sleiman?
She went to talk about the interior ministry and the government. She wanted to know where did they
reach and where to they are going. She wanted to remind them that the US stance and the stance of the
West and the world from the government are linked to the form of the government, the portfolios and
the ministerial statement. Aren't these pressures? Aren't these called conditions? There are some
internal demands which are not new also delaying the process. This has always been the case in forming
the government in Lebanon.
To your knowledge – and this is the first time I talk in an official way but this exists and is circulated – it
took the previous Lebanese government five months to be formed. And do you know why and how it
was formed? Were the Lebanese left on their own it would have taken a year or two. The government
was formed within five months because President Bashar al-Assad and King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz
personally intervened. Thus it was formed in five months. Now we are still in the fourth month and
nobody has interfered yet whether presidents, kings or others.
This is the nature of complications which exist in Lebanon and which happen in Lebanon. Indeed we are
responsible and we will carry on. However here again we take another sample on the performance and
conduct of the political forces in March 14 Bloc during these four months. In fact, that is perplexing. At
one time they say Hezbollah wants to form a government and control the country and still the
government is not formed yet. At others they say Hezbollah does not want to form the government. At
others they say Hezbollah's interest is in political vacancy and the collapse of the state and that
Hezbollah does not want the state for the interest of a petty state. You hear them as they speak on the
TV, radio, interviews, magazines and articles. Indeed this is their post – to write and talk or else they
won't be paid by the end of the month.
So at times they say Hezbollah wants the government and wants to control the country but the cabinet
is not been formed yet because Hezbollah doesn't want to pressure on its allies apart from who these
allies whom they want us to practice pressure on are. At other times they say that Hezbollah wants to
impose its conditions and because its conditions are not being met, the government has not been
formed yet. So under all conditions, the one responsible for vacancy and the crippling of the formation
of the government in the viewpoint of March 14 is Hezbollah. Even when they attack PM Mikati and
President Sleiman and mostly General Aoun they say that Hezbollah called on General Aoun to cripple
the formation. This in fact holds insult for both and this is also a sample. This is as far as the so called
governmental issue in Lebanon is concerned. Since the toppling of the government and all through the
events of the last four months, it has become clear to you that the other camp is not authentic in its
analysis, stances and performance and that it has positions set in advance.
When we gain victory over Israel they say that this is a conspiracy with Israel and a play set under the
table. That means that if someone has reached a place in which he can't see anything good in you and
wants to hold you fully responsible, I don't know where to the country would be taken.
What I would like to say at the end concerning the governmental issue is that we officially believe in the
necessity of forming the government as soon as possible because the country can't go on living in
vacancy and can't go on without a government. The existence of the government is primary and has no

substitute. The parliament is not a substitute. The President of the Republic is not a substitute and the
caretaker government is not a substitute. Forming the government is primary for the solution and for
addressing the problems in the country on the political and security levels. If we want to talk about
living, social and financial concerns and about gas and gasoline, unemployment and the high costs of
living, how are these issues to be addressed without a government?
We are acting as if forming the government is the most important duties. Our interest is in the existence
of an able, powerful, active and responsible government which addresses the crises of the country and
confronts challenges. We don't want a petty state but rather a state because we are not a substitute for
the state. I stood on this very day in Bint Jbeil and said we are the first resistance in history which
triumphs and does not ask for a share in the state, authority or government. Today I reiterate that.
However today we are being concerned about the concerns of the people and the country and its
stability, security, welfare, crises and problems which can't be solved except through the government.
Here I tell you that we will carry on exerting our efforts through Ali Khalil and Hussein Khalil and the
other friends, and we will not feel desperate. We will not stop. However we do not seek to pressure on
anyone. Do not bother yourselves. We do not pressure on anyone. We respect our allies and carry on
discussions and dialogues with our allies, and we will reach results. At the end we will reach the desired
result.
Dialogue, agreement and political effort are what yield results. Betting on a technocrat government fell
because no one agreed on it from the new majority. It is known where from did the proposal of a
technocrat government come? It was made by the US and the Future Movement. So if they were the
majority they must rule even if in the framework of a national unity government. As such we accepted
when we became a majority to rule in the framework of a national unity government. However when
this bloc became the majority, they said that the solution is in a technocrat government. This is
unprecedented. In fact, in a country like Lebanon, neither now nor in the past nor in the near or far
future does it work that a technocrat government rule. This is an absolutely political country in its
concerns, affairs, structure, essence and veracity. Talk about philosophy, logic and whatever you want.
Only a political government can exist in this country and it must be protected by the principle political
forces or a national unity government. This is the end of the story or else we will be wasting our time.
We want to move towards a political guarded government which assumes its responsibility and carries
on with it. Indeed we back the initiative of Speaker Nabih Berri in activating the Parliament and we will
participate in the meetings of the General Authority and in activating it because things must not be
crippled as a result of the ongoing disorder.
As for the Resistance, here I tell you on the Day of Resistance and Liberation: This is the Resistance in
which you believe and were part of. You have embraced it, supported it and offered in its course your
children. In Bekaa especially there isn't a village in Bekaa where there isn't a martyr or martyrs. In this
village – the village of Nabi Sheath, if you go behind the shrine of Sayyed Abbass there are martyrs and
in the nearby graveyard there are martyrs. Where did they fall? In training camps and in the hills of the
south and West Bekaa. This is the case of many or the majority of the villages and towns of Bekaa.
Here I tell you: This Resistance for which you offered your children is your Resistance and not our
Resistance. We talk to you about it. We express it in your name.
This Resistance will carry on. No one scares us, neither Obama nor Netanyahu nor all the fleets. We
belong to the land which defeated the fleets in 1982 and 1983.

We are not afraid of the threats, accusations and intimidations made by anyone. Days ago, Netanyahu
has increased our conviction in our missiles. What Netanyahu said should be a message to those who
argue the arms of the Resistance and a message to the dialogue table. From among all what is in
Lebanon, what is Netanyahu afraid of? He is afraid of these missiles. Here I tell him: The missiles are not
12 thousands; your information which you mentioned yesterday in the Congress is too old. He must
have increased the number. These rockets are ready and will remain in place. They will remain effective
and will protect Lebanon. They will remain present in the equation of the region, and no one will be able
to disarm us, neither in Lebanon nor in the world.
Today our missiles, which Netanyahu talked about before the Congress, represent our honor, our blood,
our money, our dignity and our pride. In the Arab, religious, humanistic and moral culture comes that
whoever dies while guarding his money is a martyr. Whoever dies while guarding his honor is a martyr.
Whoever dies while guarding his family and people is a martyr. Whoever dies while protecting his land is
a martyr. Whoever dies while guarding his honor is a martyr. Today all of that is gathered in the arms of
the Resistance and the missiles of the Resistance.
This Resistance – the Resistance of Imam Mussa Assader, the Resistance of Sayyed Abbass Mussawi, the
Resistance of Sheikh Ragheb Harb, the Resistance of Martyr Imad Moghniyeh and the Resistance of all
the free nationalists, Islamists and Arabs in Lebanon and the region will remain faithful to its goals, to its
path, to its hopes, to its expectations, to its sufferings and to the blood of its martyrs.
Again I tell you what I told you back on September 22nd, 2006: From the land of Nabi Sheath and the
neighborhood of the master of the Islamic Resistance martyrs, with this chaste blood, with your prideful
foreheads, with your firm will, with the steadfastness of our people and Resistance – brothers and
sisters – again on May 25, 2011, I reiterate: the time of defeats has gone, and time of victories started.
Victory is written on your foreheads, and yesterday I have seen defeat written on the foreheads of
Netanyahu and Obama. On May 25th, 2000 I said that Israel is feebler then the spider web. Eleven years
later and after Gaza, July, Maroon Arras and Majdal Shams and before hundreds of the armless
Palestinian youths and before their courage, boldness and zeal and the cowardice of the Israeli soldiers
again I tell you: By God Israel is feebler than a spider web.
If several hundred Palestinian youths – indeed those who gathered in Maroon Arras are tens of
thousands but those who went to the barbed wire are several hundred and those who stormed in
Majdal Shams are several hundred or above a thousand – made Israel scared. Israel acknowledged great
frustration and reconsidered its bravery. When I was watching the youths on the barbed wire in Maroon
Arras and in Majdal Shams and their dashing courageous bravery and their no fear of death though with
their empty hands only and compared that to the extent of Israeli fear and perplexity, I recalled the
words of Imam Khomeini (May Allah bless his soul) when he used to say that we are a billion Muslims. If
every Muslim held a bucket of water and throw it over Israel – if we all at a time held a bucket of water
each and not a missile or a machine gun and threw it on Israel – Israel would have been swept away
with water. This is a symbolic expression. Israel is feeble. The problem is in us. Now after this scene,
imagine if many millions of Palestinians, Lebanese, Syrians, Jordanians, Egyptians, Arabs and Muslims
from all around the world gathered all along the borders with Occupied Palestine all at a time to cross
the fence, what will Israel do then? What will Obama do?
However that needs a great decision. That needs a great will like the will of the Palestinian and Syrian
youths who were in Maroon Arras and Majdal Shams.

This is Israel. Thus before all what is taking place around us we are very close to achieve victory and to
change the equations. The US-Israeli counter-attack on the region and the peoples of the region will lead
nowhere. Hundred returns and peace be upon you and Allah's mercy and blessings.

